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Packing Lines
Good Packaging is needed to safely preserve the productions as an outcome from Finishing Lines
like Slitters, Cut To Length and Recoiling Lines: Good Packaging ensures the added-value generated
in Finishing Lines is secured during transport from Coil Processing Facilities to End-users also
ensuring safe handling of Coil/s and Sheets Batches.

Global solutions
The excellence provided by FIMI.

The most Important Companies rely on FIMI knowledge when they have to layout their Coil Service
Centers.
We have proven know-how in layouting Slitting, CTL & Packing Lines Facilities of metal strips.
All the lines are designed by FIMI in order to create efficient links between the stocking bays, crowded
with coils to be processed, and the products yards, busy with slit coils and sheet packs to be dispatched
to the end users.
Global Solution: multiple lines by FIMI
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Slitting Lines
PACKING LINES

Downender is to safely pick-up Slit Coil from Exit Turnstile
eye-to-wall axis to eye-to-sky axis regardless material is
high-strength carbon steel, stainless steel, aluminium or
other non-ferrous material.

Slit Coil Downender for aluminium

A wide range of Automatic Radial Strapping Machine is
used to secure either single coil laps and slit coils pile.

Single Coil Radial Strapping

Coils Pile Radial Strapping

Pick-up of eye-to-sky Slit Coil is featured ranging from
magnets to vacuum according to material is carbon steel
or aluminium.

Pick-up of eye-to-sky Slit Coil by yellow pictured magnets.

Eye-to-sky Slit Coil Pick-up by Vacuum Lifter with Safe Gripper on outer slit coil
diameter.
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Stacking Stations are designed to match both Customer’s
lay-out needs and 60 coils/hour throughput is achieved.

Turnstile Stacking Stations.

Slit Coils Packing Line can be Fully Automatic throughout the
entire process: Robot to place wooden Sticks in between Slit
Coils is one among the many Automatic Functions available.

Robot to place wooden Sticks in between Slit Coils.

Robot red pictured is Double to perform Radial or Parallel wooden Sticks placing.

Pile of Slit Coils is strapped to pallet in a variety of ways
according to Slit Coils material and the wanted packaging:
a wide range of finishing can be applied from bottom/top
covers and complete wrapping by plastic film.

Slit Coils Pile fully-automatic strapped and wrapped with top cover.
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PACKING LINES

Sheets Packings Lines

Downstream a CTL, a good Packaging start on Staking Platforms.
Staking Platforms are designed in a variety of ways upon sheet-material is carbon steel, stainless steel or
aluminium and whether these are piled with or without Pallet: target is to avoid any kind of damage is
produced during sheet-stacking.

Pallet Feeding on Staking Platform is available in a number
of designs depending upon issues like Line lay-out, space
available, preferred logistic etc.
Full-automatic Pallet Feeding is available along with its
full-automatic Lining which is particularly needed when
aluminium is being piled.
Sheet Packing Line

Pallet Feeding on rear of Magnetic Stacker

After piling, the sheet-pack can be Longitudinally automatic
Strapped or fully Wrapped; when sheet-pack is without
Pallet, this can be automatic inserted even at this later
stage.

Automatic Wrapping Machine

Automatic insertion of Pallet under sheet-pack
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A number of Finishing can be applied on sheet-pack like
Edge Protections and Covers; in case Pallet is not applied
before, wooden stocks can be inserted underneath sheetpack together with automatic Transverse Strapping.

Automatic wooden stocks insertion & Transverse Strapping

Automatic Piling of sheet-packs is available at this stage
by specially designed Gripper running of sheet-packs is
designed to the Customers’ need

Automatic sheet-packs Piling

Fully Automatic Sheets Packings Lines
Packing line # 1
6000 mm sheet long

Sheets incoming
from upstream
CTL

Packing line # 2
4000 mm sheet long

Perfect Storage of sheet-packs
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